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How can I solve it? If it
is possible, please help
me by giving me the
code or just a hint,

Thanks in advance. A:
You can try removing
the extra whitespace
from your second if
statement, and then
remove the extra if

statement altogether.
def average_times(s1,
s2): if s1.isdigit() and

s2.isdigit(): return
float(s1) + float(s2) / 2

if s1.isdigit() or
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s2.isdigit(): return
float(s1) + float(s2) / 2
answer = average_time
s(num_one, num_two)
print (answer) "It's the
ultimate honor," Parillo
said. "I think it's really

cool because it's in
Switzerland, it's in a
castle, it's a pretty

amazing venue, so it's
kind of the best of what

I've seen and I think
I've been really lucky in
the mix I've been in. I

got to see it in
Amsterdam, I saw it in
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Croatia last year, I saw
it in Italy this year, it's
pretty cool to see it in
Switzerland."Q: C# - A
continuous loop that
will delete every item
on a list I have a list

that I have designed to
house the contents of
an IDD card. The list
reads something like

this: 1) Name 2) Street
Address 3) City 4) State

5) ZIP Code 6) ID
Number 7) Expiration

Date 8) Social Security
Number And so on... I
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want to make a
program where if the

user types an ID
number, and hits enter,
the program will delete
the correct item on the
list. Here is what I have
so far: System.IO.Strea
mReader keyreader =

new
StreamReader("F:\ID

card.txt"); string
textline =

keyreader.ReadLine();
textline =

textline.Replace("\r",
"").Replace(" ", "");
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while (!text 6d1f23a050
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